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Observation of Higgs pair production is an important long term objective of the LHC physics program as
it will shed light on the scalar potential of the Higgs field and the nature of electroweak symmetry breaking.
While numerous studies have examined the impact of new physics on di-Higgs production, little attention
has been given to the well-motivated possibility of exotic Higgs decays in this channel. Here we investigate
the consequences of exotic invisible Higgs decays in di-Higgs production. We outline a search sensitive to
such invisible decays in the bbþ ET channel. We demonstrate that probing invisible branching ratios of
order 10% during the LHC’s high-luminosity run will be challenging, but in resonance enhanced di-Higgs
production, this final state can become crucial to establish the existence of physics beyond the Standard
Model at collider energies. We also briefly discuss the outlook for other exotic Higgs decay modes and the
potential to observe such exotic decays in the di-Higgs channel.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.95.035009
I. INTRODUCTION
The di-Higgs channel has emerged as a holy grail at high
energy colliders such as the Large Hadron Collider (LHC).
This channel provides a means to directly probe the Higgs
cubic coupling, one of the last unmeasured parameters of
the Standard Model (SM), and more broadly explore the
shape of the scalar potential and in turn the dynamics
underlying electroweak symmetry breaking. However,
achieving discovery in this channel and ultimately
obtaining a precise measurement of the Higgs self-coupling
is known to be challenging at hadron colliders. This is
primarily due to the small di-Higgs production rate, which
is a consequence of the partial cancellation between the
“box” and “triangle” diagrams [1–7]. Nevertheless, it is
expected that the LHC and a future 100 TeV hadron
collider will be able to perform a measurement of the
self-coupling at the 10%–50% level depending on the size
of the data set, proton energy, and ability to control
background systematics [8–26].
Given the importance of the di-Higgs channel along with
the numerous theoretical and empirical motivations to go
beyond the Standard Model (BSM), it becomes necessary to
understand hownewphysics canmanifest in this channel and
optimize the search strategy appropriately. An important
example in this regard is the case of a di-Higgs resonance: a
new heavy particle produced in the s channel that decays to
a pair of Higgs bosons. Besides enhancing the di-Higgs
production cross section, the resonance will alter the kin-
ematics of the hh system and the Higgs decay products, thus
warranting a different experimental approach in comparison
to the one employed for the case of the SM.Wewill show that
if such a scenario is realized in nature, e.g. in the form of a
Higgs portal to a dark sector, searches in the di-Higgs final
state can be the first process to evidence invisible Higgs
decays at the LHC, thus breaking with the paradigm that
vector-boson-fusion (VBF) induced Higgs production yields
the best limits on the branching ratio h→ invisible [27,28].
Studies of new physics effects on the di-Higgs channel
have to date focused on modifications to the production of
Higgs boson pairs. Examples include the di-Higgs resonance
mentioned above, as well as nonresonant contributions due
to loops of new light colored particles or higher-dimensional
operators [3,7,14,21,29–63]. However, it has long been
recognized that new physics can easily affect the decays
of theHiggs, and indeed the subject of exoticHiggs decays is
under active theoretical and experimental investigation [64].
Because the single Higgs production rate is much larger than
the di-Higgs production rate, one generically expects exotic
Higgs decays to first manifest in channels involving
production of a single Higgs particle, unless perhaps the
di-Higgs production rate is significantly enhanced by one of
the mechanisms mentioned above. Nevertheless, it is impor-
tant to consider the potential implications of exotic decays in
the di-Higgs channel for several reasons. First, the current
branching ratio limits for a variety of exotic Higgs decay
channels are very weak and can easily be in the 10%–50%
range in some cases. Second, the di-Higgs final state will be
altered if one or both of the Higgs decays into the exotic
channel, thus leading to a different experimental signature
and necessitating a different search strategy.
With this motivation, in this paper we investigate the
implications of the invisible decay mode, h→ ET , on the
di-Higgs channel. While there are many possibilities for
exotic Higgs decay modes, the invisible channel is
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particularly well motivated on several counts. As we will
review below, there are numerous BSM scenarios that
predict an invisibly decaying Higgs. For example, the
Higgs may provide a portal to the dark sector and thus
decay into light dark matter particles. Another reason for
considering the invisible channel is simply that it is a
generic possibility; even if the new light particles resulting
from the exotic Higgs decay are not absolutely stable, they
may be long lived on collider scales, or cascade decay to
other long lived particles, resulting in a missing energy
signature. We outline a search in the bbþ ET channel and
examine the LHC prospects both for the case of SM Higgs
pair production and for enhanced production through a di-
Higgs resonance. Such a di-Higgs resonance is well
motivated in its own right from several perspectives. As
one example, Higgs portal models might allow for a strong
first-order phase transition, a necessary ingredient to a
viable baryogenesis mechanism [65]. The simplest Higgs
portal model in which the SM is extended by a real singlet
scalar, the so-called xSM [66–69], predicts a scalar reso-
nance of Oð500Þ GeV to enable a first-order phase tran-
sition, which can manifest at colliders as in the di-Higgs
channel. Although probing the SM di-Higgs production
rate will be challenging at the high-luminosity LHC, our
search has the potential to probe phenomenologically
viable invisible branching ratios, particularly if the di-
Higgs cross section is moderately enhanced by new physics
or if a di-Higgs resonance is present.
It is worth noting that the signature we propose is
essentially the “mono-Higgs” signature that has been sug-
gested as a probe of certain dark matter scenarios in
Refs. [70–72], although these studies have little overlap
with our investigation here. In particular, certain cuts
employed in the bbþ ET search in Ref. [70] are not
optimized to di-Higgs production, notably the hard ET
cut. Furthermore, Ref. [71] does not consider Higgs pair
production, even as a potential background, as they are
interested in dark matter models with an enhanced mono-
Higgs signal. As wewill discuss in detail below, the existing
LHC searches in mono-Higgs channels do not provide
constraints on our scenario that are competitive with direct
searches for di-Higgs production in standard channels.
In the next section we provide a brief review of the
theoretical motivation and experimental status of invisible
Higgs decays. In Sec. III we discuss the case of standard
di-Higgs production, describing our search strategy in the
bbþ ET channel and its prospects for the LHC, while in
Sec. IV we consider the case of a di-Higgs resonance.
In Sec. V we provide some preliminary discussion on other
exotic decay channels in Higgs pair production. Our
conclusions and outlook are presented in Section VI.
II. INVISIBLE HIGGS DECAYS
The Higgs boson of the SM is very narrow, having a
width of about 4 MeV. This makes it highly susceptible to
new exotic decay modes. Indeed, if any new light particles
couple to the Higgs with a strength that is comparable to
the bottom quark Yukawa coupling, ∼1=60, the Higgs can
have a sizable exotic branching ratio to these new light
states.
The subject of invisible Higgs decays has a long history
and dates back to Ref. [73]. There are a number of reasons
to consider the invisible decay as a primary exotic decay
mode. First, even without any particular new physics
motivation, invisible decays appear to be a generic pos-
sibility if the Higgs couples to new light states. Provided
the new light particles are weakly interacting with matter,
stable, metastable with a macroscopic decay length that
exceeds the detector size Oð10 mÞ, or cascade decay to
other (meta)stable states, the signature of the Higgs at high
energy colliders will involve missing transverse energy.
More importantly, there are a number of new physics
motivations for considering exotic invisible Higgs decays.
The Higgs can mediate interactions between dark matter
and the SM, and allow its decay to dark matter [74–76], or
to more general hidden/dark sectors [77–81]. The Higgs
could decay to light sterile neutrinos that are long lived
[82,83], or pseudo–Nambu-Goldstone bosons such as
axions or Majorons [73,84]. The Higgs may also decay
to the Lightest Supersymmetric Particle (LSP) in super-
symmetric extensions of the SM [85], or to Kaluza-Klein
states in extradimensional theories [86,87]. These are but a
small sample of motivated new physics scenarios predicting
an invisible Higgs, but there are many others, for which we
refer the reader to the review article [64].
The invisible Higgs branching ratio,
Brinv ≡ Brðh→ ETÞ; ð1Þ
can be constrained at the LHC in two ways [88]. The first is
from global fits to the Higgs couplings, which rely on some
assumptions about the new physics modifications to Higgs
properties. The second is direct searches for the h→ ET
signature [27,28,89–96], which can be searched for in the
monojet (hj), VBFðhjjÞ, and associated Vh channels [97–
100]. The combined constraints on the invisible branching
ratio are currently in the range Brinv ≲ 25%–50%, depend-
ing on the assumptions about the other Higgs couplings
[88,101]. In the future, the LHC will be able to probe Brinv
down to the order 5% level with 3000 fb−1 at the high
luminosity run.
In the next section we will examine the potential for the
LHC to observe invisible Higgs decays in Higgs pair
production. However, it is already clear that, unless the
di-Higgs production rate is significantly enhanced by new
physics, it is very likely that an exotic invisible decay of the
Higgs will first be discovered in single Higgs production
channels. This does not, however, diminish the importance
of studying the invisible decays in the di-Higgs channel.
If invisible Higgs decays are indeed realized in nature, then
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the di-Higgs channel will offer an important additional
channel to confirm and study their properties. Furthermore,
as argued in the Introduction, one of the primary interests to
understand the di-Higgs channel is to probe the scalar
potential, and if Brinv is sizable, it will be necessary to study
invisible Higgs decays in this channel to this end.
III. STANDARD DI-HIGGS PRODUCTION
We now investigate in detail the prospects at the LHC
(
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 14 TeV) to observe exotic invisible Higgs boson
decays in the di-Higgs production channel. In this section
we consider only SM di-Higgs production modes, which
proceed at the partonic level via the dominant box and
triangle loop contributions to gg→ hh [1–4]. Since the
Higgs discovery, significant advances have been made in
higher order computations of di-Higgs production [13,102–
113]. The total cross section has now been computed at
Next-to-leading order (NLO) including the full top quark
mass dependence [114,115] and differentially at Next-to-
next-to-leading order (NNLO) in the heavy top mass limit
[112]. In our study, we will use the NNLO prediction from
Ref. [112] for
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 14 TeV,
σhhNNLO ¼ 37.52ð4Þþ5.2%−7.6% fb: ð2Þ
We will be interested in di-Higgs events in which one of
the Higgses decays invisibly, with a new physics invisible
branching ratio, Eq. (1), while the other Higgs decays to
visibleSMparticles. TheHiggs bosondecays to several clean
channels, notably to two photons and four leptons, which
suggest searching for the 2γ þ ET , 4lþ ET final states as a
sign of di-Higgs production. However, the small branching
ratios of these decays coupled with the small SM di-Higgs
production cross section of Eq. (2) makes it challenging to
exploit these clean channels due to the resulting low signal
rate.Wewill therefore not consider these clean channels here,
although they could be quite interesting if the di-Higgs
production rate is significantly enhanced by newphysics (see
Sec. IV for further discussion). Another potentially interest-
ing channel for di-Higgs is WW þ ET , due to the sizable
h→ WW branching ratio. However, leptonic W decays
make reconstruction of the Higgs challenging, particularly
due to the additional missing energy in the event coming
from the other invisible Higgs, while the fully hadronic
channel must contend with a large SM background. Similar
considerations apply to the 2τ þ ET channel.
Given these considerations, our focus in this paper will
therefore be on the bbþ ET channel, i.e.,
pp → hhþ X → ðbbÞðETÞ þ X: ð3Þ
The obvious advantage of this channel is that it provides the
largest possible signal rate, allowingus to imposehard cuts to
separate the di-Higgs signal from the various backgrounds.
While this channel will be the primary focus of our study
here, we stress that it will be important to utilize the other
channels mentioned above. Exploiting the other channels
may significantly improve the sensitivity, particularly in the
case of enhanceddi-Higgs production, andwill also allow for
a more robust interpretation of the exotic invisible Higgs
decay. We leave this important work to future study.
We now turn to our analysis of the bbþ ET channel.
Signal and background event samples are generated with
MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [116]. The tree level samples are
generated with the Parton distribution functions (PDF) set
cteq6L1 [117] and passed through Pythia 6 [118] for showering
andhadronization. For the loop level samples, generatedwith
the NN23LO1 PDF set [119,120], we first decay the particles
using MadSpin [121,122] and then shower and hadronize the
samples in the Pythia 8 framework. We use DELPHES3 [123]1
with the defaultATLAScard for fast detector simulation. The
jets are formed using the anti-kT algorithm [124] in the
FASTJET [125] framework with the parameter R ¼ 0.5. We
have also performed a cross-check of the signal events using
Herwig7 [126,127], finding good agreement at all stages in the
analysis chain.
The presence of the invisible branching ratio Eq. (1) has
two effects on the production rate of the signal and the
background channels involving a single Higgs. First, the
signal and some of the background channels contain a
Higgs that decays invisibly. These channels require the
inclusion of a scale factor ∼Brinv in the rate estimate.
Second, the new invisible decay mode has the effect of
diluting the branching ratios of the SMHiggs decay modes.
Thus, the rates of the signal and those backgrounds which
contain the decay h → bb must be scaled by a dilution
factor ∼ð1 − BrinvÞ. The signal rate should, of course, be
scaled by both factors. In addition, we will include in this
section a signal strength factor for di-Higgs production,
μhh ≡ σ
hh
σhhSM
: ð4Þ
We will thus assess the sensitivity of our search strategy in
the model-independent Brinv − μhh parameter space.
It is worth emphasizing here that the standard di-Higgs
signatures, such as 2b2γ, 2b2W, 2b2τ, 4b, and so forth, will
become more challenging to discover if a nonzero invisible
branching ratio, or any other exotic branching ratio for that
matter, is realized in nature. Since the branching ratios in
the standard channels are diluted by the factor ∼ð1 − BrinvÞ,
the overall signal rate in these channels will be smaller by a
factor ∼ð1 − BrinvÞ2 compared to the SM.
There are several important backgrounds to the bbþ ET
di-Higgs signal that we will need to consider. We distin-
guish these based on their scaling with Brinv:
1We thank Shilpi Jain, Alexandre Mertens, and Michele
Selvaggi for help in understanding intricacies about the b-jet
tagging and treating a new particle as missing energy in the
DELPHES framework.
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(i) Scale ∝ Brinv: This class involves production of a
single Higgs particle that subsequently decays invis-
ibly, notably Zh production in which Z → 2b
and h → ET .
(ii) Scale ∝ ð1 − BrinvÞ: This class similarly involves
production of a single Higgs particle, which instead
decays to bottom quarks. The specific examples
include associated production, Wh followed by
W → lν, h→ 2b as well as Zh followed by
Z → 2ν=2l, h → 2b. Large ET results when the
leptons are missed in the detector.
(iii) Independent of Brinv: This class of backgrounds
includes all processes that do not involve production
of a Higgs particle. The prominent examples in this
group are Zbb (no h) and Wbb (no h), where the Z
or W decays to neutrinos and/or leptons, as well as
leptonic or semileptonic tt, where again the leptons
are not identified.
For the associated Zh production we include both the
Born-level process as well as the one-loop process
gg → Zh. We generate both these processes at LO and
then scale the numbers by the respective K factors; see
Table I. In addition, we also take into account a correction
factor for Brðh → bbÞ in order to mimic the inclusion of
higher order corrections. The same tactic is followed for
theWh process. Furthermore, the cross sections for the tt,
Wbb, and Zbb channels are very large, ranging from 102
to 103 pb, leading us to impose hard selections at the
generator level to generate sufficient statistics in the high
pT regime. All generator level cuts are, however, still
looser than those employed in our search, to be described
below. For all of the backgrounds we apply uniform K
factors to the production cross sections. The references for
these K factors for the individual backgrounds are listed in
Table I.
In addition, there are several potential backgrounds that
are not feasible to simulate in practice, and which we have
therefore not included in our study. An example is QCD
production of bb with large “fake” missing transverse
energy arising from imperfect detector resolution and
missed visible objects. The cross section before cuts for
this process is enormous, OðμbÞ, and thus a data driven
approach for this background will be required. Despite its
large rate, we expect that the hard h→ ET cut required in
our search (see below) should be sufficient to eliminate this
background [131,132]. Similarly, potential backgrounds
from Vjj, Vbj, with V ¼ W, Z can potentially mimic the
signal if the jet fakes a b and any leptons from the V decay
are not identified. However, despite the large cross sections,
the small (j → b) fake rate, typically of order 10−2,
suggests that these backgrounds will be subdominant to
the Vbb processes that we simulate in this study. For the
sake of completeness, we also consider the single top
background, finding that this background is subdominant,
and hence we do not include it in the table.
We now turn to our search in the bbþ ET channel. Taking
cue from a recent CMS search [133] for mono Higgs, we
employ a trigger cut on ET , viz. ET > 90 GeV. We then
proceed by selecting two b jets with pT > 35 GeV and
jηj < 2.5. We allow at most one additional jet with
pT > 35 GeV. Furthermore, events containing leptons with
pT > 10 GeV and jηj < 2.5 are vetoed. In Fig. 1 we show
several kinematic distributions of the signal and the back-
grounds following this first basic selection. To reconstruct
the visible Higgs, the invariant mass of the two hardest b jets
is required to lie in a window around the Higgs mass in
the range 115 GeV < mbb < 135 GeV. To separate the di-
Higgs signal from the dominant tt, Zbb,Wbb backgrounds,
wenext apply a cut on the angular separation of the twob jets,
demanding0.4 < ΔRðb1; b2Þ < 2. Further discrimination of
the signal and the tt background is achieved by demanding
the bb system and the missing transverse momentum to be
separated in the azimuthal direction, Δϕðbb; ETÞ > 2.5. In
the final step of our initial selections, we place a hard cut on
the missing transverse energy in the event, requiring
ET > 160 GeV.
In Fig. 2 we show the distributions of the transverse
momentum of the bb and the stransverse mass variable
TABLE I. Cut-flow table for the bb¯þ ET search described in Sec. III. Listed in each cell are the efficiencies after the associated cut.
The final row displays the scaling of each channel with Brinv.
Wbb¯ (no h) Zbb¯ (no h) Wh Zh (1) Zh (2) tt¯
Signal ð2blνÞ ð2b2ν=2b2lÞ ð2blνÞ ðð2ν=2lÞð2bÞÞ ðð2bÞðETÞÞ (lepþ semilep)
K-factor [112] [128] [128] [129] [129] [129] [130]
ET trigger þ 2 bþ 0, 1j 1.35 × 10−1 2.81 × 10−2 5.63 × 10−2 1.72 × 10−2 5.21 × 10−2 8.60 × 10−2 7.92 × 10−3
pTðbÞ 1.31 × 10−1 2.64 × 10−2 5.12 × 10−2 1.65 × 10−2 4.99 × 10−2 8.10 × 10−2 7.37 × 10−3
mbb 4.84 × 10−2 7.54 × 10−3 1.50 × 10−2 7.16 × 10−3 2.01 × 10−2 1.73 × 10−3 2.31 × 10−3
ΔRðb1; b2Þ 4.38 × 10−2 5.29 × 10−3 9.95 × 10−3 5.97 × 10−3 1.67 × 10−2 1.32 × 10−3 1.41 × 10−3
Δϕðbb; ETÞ 3.82 × 10−2 5.14 × 10−3 9.56 × 10−3 5.78 × 10−3 1.58 × 10−2 1.24 × 10−3 1.07 × 10−3
ET 2.35 × 10
−2 9.79 × 10−4 2.29 × 10−3 1.62 × 10−3 7.18 × 10−3 6.51 × 10−4 9.50 × 10−5
pTðbbÞ, MT2 1.44 × 10−2 4.87 × 10−4 8.82 × 10−4 1.21 × 10−3 4.54 × 10−3 3.95 × 10−4 5.73 × 10−6
Scaling μhh Brinv (1-Brinv) 1 1 (1-Brinv) (1-Brinv) Brinv 1
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MT2 [134,135]
2 following the first set of selections
described above. To enhance the signal to background
we exploit the boost of the di-Higgs system by applying
two final selections to these variables, demanding pT;bb >
180 GeV and MT2 > 160 GeV. A cut-flow table with
efficiencies after each selection for signal and background
is given in Table I.
For each value of invisible branching ratio Brinv and di-
Higgs signal strength μhh we compute the significance for
the high luminosity LHC data set of 3 ab−1. We use the
following definition for the significance:
Significance ¼ Sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Bþ γ2BB2 þ γ2SS2
p ; ð5Þ
where S (B) is the number of signal (background) events
after all cuts, and γS;B are the systematic uncertainties in the
corresponding rate estimates. In Fig. 3 we display the 95%
significance in the Brinv − μhh plane for two assumptions
on systematics: (1) statistics dominated, γB ¼ γS ¼ 0, and
(2) 10% systematic uncertainty on both signal and back-
ground, γB ¼ γS ¼ 0.1. In the statistics dominated case we
FIG. 1. Kinematic distributions for the variables ΔRðb1; b2Þ, Δϕðbb¯; ETÞ, and ET after the first selection of two b jets. Here we have
fixed Brinv ¼ 0.2.
FIG. 2. Kinematic distributions for the variables pTðbb¯Þ and MT2 before the final event selection. Here we have fixed Brinv ¼ 0.2.
2We thank Chrisopher G. Lester for clarifications regarding the
MT2 variable.
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observe that the LHC can potentially exclude Brinv ∼ 10%
at 95% C.L. for an SM di-Higgs production. On the other
hand, if background systematics play an important role, it
may be that the LHC will only be able to test this channel if
the di-Higgs production rate is enhanced by a factor of
order 10 or more, depending on the invisible branching
ratio. As an example, considering the case of Brinv ¼ 0.2
and SM production μhh ¼ 1, we find that for L ¼ 3 ab−1,
S ¼ 298, B ¼ 11, 231, S=B ¼ 0.026, and S= ﬃﬃﬃBp ¼ 2.82.
In order to confirm that our cut-based analysis is well
optimized we perform a multivariate analysis (MVA) by
employing the boosted decision tree (BDT) algorithm and
cross-checking the results with a Fisher algorithm. For this
purpose we use the TMVA [136] framework. We choose 13
kinematic variables with the maximum discriminating
power, viz. Mb1b2 , ΔRðb1; b2Þ, pb1T , pb2T , ηb1 , ηb2 , ϕb1 ,
ϕb2 , ΔϕðET; b1b2Þ, pb1b2T , MT2, MT , ET , where the indices
1,2 refer to pT ordered b jets. While performing the MVA,
we carefully treat the issue of the overtraining of the signal
and background. TMVA performs the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov (KS) test to check for any overtraining of the
samples. The KS probability for each sample must lie
between 0.1 to 0.9. However, in almost all cases, a critical
KS probability larger than 0.01 [137] ensures that the
samples are not overtrained. In our analysis, we found that
the BDT analysis improves the S=B marginally to ∼0.030.
After employing an optimal cut on the BDT variable, we
are left with 593 signal and 19466 background events for
the same integrated luminosity. This yields a slightly larger
S=
ﬃﬃﬃ
B
p ¼ 4.19. Hence we see that the cut-based and the
multivariate analyses agree very well, and, unfortunately,
we are left with a small S=B, making it challenging to
disentangle the signal particularly when accounting for
realistic systematic background uncertainties.
Thus, the limiting factor for this analysis seems to be the
strong dependence on the systematic accuracy of the back-
ground prediction. It is conceivable that until the end of the
runtime of the LHC therewill be advances in the reduction of
theoretical and systematic uncertainties, possibly after incor-
porating some data-driven techniques. Thismight result in an
understanding of the background distributions at the level
Oð5Þ%, while the addition of multi-variate reconstruction
techniques might improve S=B further. However, realisti-
cally, setting a limit on Brinv for Standard Model di-Higgs
production will remain challenging.
IV. ENHANCED RESONANT DI-HIGGS
PRODUCTION
As seen in the previous section, the LHC has the
potential in the long term high luminosity run to probe
invisible Higgs decays in the di-Higgs channel, although
the case in which the Higgs pairs are produced with the SM
rate will likely be challenging. However, there are a number
of motivated extensions of the SM in which the di-Higgs
production rate can be significantly enhanced due to new
light colored particles running in the loop, higher dimen-
sion operators, or a new heavy di-Higgs resonance. Each of
the three mechanisms to enhance the production cross
section will result in different kinematics for the hh
system [37].
Herewewill investigate the prospects of the LHC to detect
a new heavy di-Higgs resonance, denoted by S, in the case
that one of the Higgs particles decays invisibly. Compared to
other possible di-Higgs enhancement scenarios, the case of
the resonance is perhaps the most interesting from an
experimental perspective. Not only can the hh production
cross section be appreciably increased, but the kinematic
properties of the final state particles can be dramatically
altered. A heavy resonance with mass mS ≫ 2mh will yield
highly boosted Higgs bosons, and in the case of the bbþ ET
channel, highly boosted bottom jets and large missing
transverse energy, allowing for a straightforward separation
of the di-Higgs signal from the background.
Our goal in this section will be to demonstrate this fact in
a rather model independent fashion. The only model-
independent constraints come from existing LHC searches
for di-Higgs resonances. A number of searches have been
performed with the 8 TeV data set, including in the 4b,
2b2γ, and 2b2τ channels [138–141]. Scaling these 8 TeV
limits using the ratio of gluon luminosities at 14 TeV and
8 TeV, we find the constraints on the 14 TeV resonance
cross section, σðpp → S → hhÞ14 TeV, range from 25 pb to
200 fb for resonance masses in the range 200 GeV–1 TeV.
FIG. 3. Reach of the bb¯þ ET search to di-Higgs production at
LHC
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 14 TeV with 3 ab−1 integrated luminosity. Here we
display the 95% significance in the Brinv − μhh plane for two
assumptions on background systematics: (1) statistics dominated,
γB ¼ γS ¼ 0, and (2) 10% systematic uncertainty on both signal
and background, γB ¼ γS ¼ 0.1.
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More recently, the preliminary results of a search using
13.3 fb−1 of
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 13 TeV in the hh→ 4b channel have
been presented [142]. This search places a stronger limit on
a di-Higgs resonance than the 8 TeV searches, although we
note that the analysis is tailored to the case of a spin 2
resonance. Taking this preliminary result at face value, in
terms of the 14 TeV resonant di-Higgs cross section,
σðpp → S→ hhÞ14 TeV, this search places a stronger limit
than the 8 TeV analyses, ranging from 1 pb to 50 fb for
resonance masses in the range 200 GeV–1 TeV [142]. As
an example, for a 500 GeV resonance, the constraint on the
di-Higgs resonant cross section is of order 450 fb, or about
12 times larger than the SM di-Higgs production cross
section at 14 TeV. We note that these limits assume SM
Higgs branching ratios, and thus in our scenario the upper
limit on the cross section will be larger by a factor
ð1 − BrinvÞ−2. Finally, we note that existing mono-Higgs
searches [143–146] aimed at probing dark matter models
do not provide competitive constraints with the direct di-
Higgs searches discussed here.
In light of these direct constraints on a di-Higgs
resonance, we will here examine the following benchmark
scenario:
mS ¼ 500 GeV;
σðpp→ S → hhÞ14 TeV ¼ 5 × σhhSM;
ΓS=mS ¼ 0.01: ð6Þ
While it is clear that this scenario survives the direct
searches described above, it is also straightforward to
obtain this enhanced cross section in realistic models
containing a di-Higgs resonance while respecting other
model-dependent constraints. As one recent example,
Ref. [58] has investigated the scalar singlet extension of
the SM, finding that a 500 GeV di-Higgs resonance can
lead to cross sections with an enhancement of a factor of
5–10 for phenomenologically viable parameter choices.
Furthermore, the benchmark scenario (6) resembles the
ones proposed in [69], which allow for a strong first-order
phase transition within the xSM. We refer the reader to the
literature for other examples of specific models [3,7,14,
21,29–63,147,148].
We now turn to our analysis of the di-Higgs resonance in
the bbþ ET channel, focusing on the benchmark in
Eq. (6). Our analysis chain and search strategy is similar
to the one employed in Sec. III, with a few minor
modifications. For the di-Higgs resonance signal events,
we use MadGraph5_aMC@NLO with the heavy scalar hh
model file, which can be found in Ref. [149]. As a cross
check, we also use the Herwig 7 implementation of a di-
Higgs resonance [150].3 For the bbþ ET search we follow
the same set of cuts as described in Sec. III and listed in
Table I, with only two modifications. Namely, we tighten
the final selections on the transverse momentum of the bb
system and the stransverse mass to take advantage of the
boost of the Higgses coming from the resonance.
The results of this search are given in Table II, where we
present the sensitivity to the invisible branching ratio for
different assumptions on integrated luminosity and back-
ground systematic uncertainties. While the statistics limited
case γS ¼ γB ¼ 0 is likely unrealistic, it gives a sense of the
ideal sensitivity of the LHC in this channel. As an example,
taking a invisible branching ratio Brinv ¼ 0.1, we find that
for an integrated luminosity of 3 ab−1, S¼1139, B¼9084,
S=B ≈ 0.13, and S=
ﬃﬃﬃ
B
p
≈ 12. Here we have demanded
the final selection cuts to be pðbbÞT > 180 GeV and MT2 >
180 GeV.4 Provided the background systematics can be
controlled, the LHC will be able to discover such a di-
Higgs resonance for phenomenologically viable invisible
branching ratios. We must also mention that the cut-based
analysis for the resonance search can be further optimized.
Using a BDT technique, for the same integrated luminosity,
we obtain 2802 signal and 13338 background events after
the cut on the BDT variable. This yields S=B ≈ 0.21 and
S=
ﬃﬃﬃ
B
p
≈ 24. In order to probe a Higgs invisible branching
ratio of 5% at 90% C.L. with this channel, we require an
integrated luminosity of 54 fb−1 (120 fb−1) for zero (5%)
systematic uncertainty. Using the same BDT technique, we
find that for the zero (5%) systematic uncertainty scenario,
we are left with ∼27 (∼58) signal and ∼237 (∼513)
background events, to probe Brinv ¼ 5% at 90% C.L.
While we have explored the bbþ ET channel in this
work, it will also be important to consider other channels in
which one of the Higgs decays invisibly and the other
decays to standard channels. This is particularly true for the
case of enhanced production, as can occur with a di-Higgs
resonance, since then one can more easily exploit clean
channels such as γγ þ ET . Although they have been
examined in the context of mono-Higgs dark matter
searches [70,71,143–146], it will be important to revisit
these channels with the aim of optimizing the search
strategies to Higgs pair production. Along these lines, it
TABLE II. Sensitivity to invisible branching ratio for the di-
Higgs resonance benchmark in Eq. (6) at 95% significance for
300 fb−1 and 3 ab−1 at 14 TeV LHC.
Integrated luminosity
300 fb−1 3 ab−1
Systematics
0% 4% 1%
10% 18% 17%
3We thank Andreas Papaefstathiou for a private version of the
code which includes the resonant case.
4An additional similar hard cut on ET is also expected to yield
similar results. We have not optimized the cut-based analysis for
the resonant scenario and have left the optimization on the MVA
analysis.
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would be interesting to examine the potential of a future
100 TeV hadron collider, where production rates in these
channels could be larger by a factor of 50 or so. We leave
this work to future study.
V. OTHER EXOTIC HIGGS DECAYS
IN HIGGS PAIR PRODUCTION
Having discussed in detail the case of invisible Higgs
decays, we now turn to discuss the potential of a few more
theoretically motivated exotic decay modes in di-Higgs
production. Our aim in this section is not to be rigorous but
only to lay an outline for certain searches which can serve
as a set of guidelines for future studies. We will mostly
follow the results given in Ref. [64], which performed a
methodical study of the exotic decays in single Higgs
production when quoting existing limits or future sensi-
tivities for particular exotic decay branching ratios. As with
the invisible channel, it is most likely that any exotic decays
would first be detected in single Higgs production channels
due to the larger rate, except perhaps in cases when the
backgrounds are easier to handle for the di-Higgs case or in
the instance that di-Higgs production is enhanced. We will
focus on the scenarios in which the Higgs decays to a pair
of light (pseudo)scalars which in turn decay to fermions or
to gluons/photons. Some models where such decays are
allowed are a singlet extension of the two Higgs doublet
models (2HDMþ S) [151–153], extensions of SM with
hidden light gauge bosons [154], the R-symmetry limit of
the next to minimal supersymmetric standard model
(NMSSM) [155], and the little Higgs model [156] to name
a few. We categorize the proposed searches under two
broad categories, viz. exotic Higgs decays with a relatively
large branching ratio and ones with a clean signal.
One interesting possibility is the Higgs decaying to 4b
like h→ XX → 4b [155,157,158]. In all of the aforemen-
tioned models one can find parameter regions where
BrðX → bbÞ can be large. In Ref. [64], the authors predict
the 2σ sensitivity of Brðh → XX → 4bÞ ¼ 0.1 (0.2) with
300 ð100Þ fb−1 integrated luminosity in the kinematically
allowed region of X. In this context if we consider a di-
Higgs production with one of the Higgs decaying in this
exotic mode and another decaying invisibly, we will expect
around Oð1000Þ events for Br(h → ET) ∼0.2, before
applying any selection cuts. Here we have assumed that
the sensitivity of Brðh→ XX → 4bÞ does not change
appreciably on going from 300 fb−1 to 3 ab−1. However,
while a 6b final state can have a large rate, it will be a
challenging task to reconstruct the Higgs given the many
combinatorial possibilities. Another channel which can
prove promising is 4bþ 2lþ ET , where l ¼ e, μ, with
the other Higgs decaying to 2lþ ET via WW; ZZ, or
τþτ−. At 3 ab−1, one can expect Oð100Þ events prior to
selection cuts. Clean channels, such as 4bþ 2γ, are rate
limited at LHC with SM production, but they could be
interesting in the case of enhanced di-Higgs production or
also at a future 100 TeV hadron collider. All numbers
quoted thus far take into account tagged b jets with a
tagging efficiency of 70%. One must note here that the limit
on Brðh → XX → 4bÞ has been obtained by studying the
Wh production mode for the single Higgs because of lesser
background. We have used the same limit to estimate the
number of events for a di-Higgs produced via gluon fusion.
We must also mention thatmX ≲ 30 GeV produces merged
b jets and for such cases jet substructure algorithms can be
extremely useful.
Another channel which can provide an interesting
signature involves an exotic decay of the Higgs as
H → aa → 2b2τ, where a is a light (pseudo)scalar that
preferentially decays to third generation fermions. In
certain models such as the NMSSM or little Higgs, when
2mb < ma < mh=2, the Higgs can have relatively large
branching ratio to aa, and furthermore the couplings of a to
SM fermions can be roughly proportional to the SM
Yukawa couplings. There is no existing analysis that places
a strong limit on this branching ratio. However, Ref. [64]
predicts sensitivity to Brðh→ aa → 2b2τÞ ≃0.15 at
100 fb−1. One can envision a search in the di-Higgs
channel in which one of the Higgs decays to 2b2τ while
the other decays to 2b, leading to the 4b2τ final state.
Reconstructing the individual h and a resonances may help
overcome the combinatoric challenge posed by four bottom
quarks. The rates in these channels can be similar to those
described above for the exotic decay h→ 4b.
We know that in the SM the channel Higgs decaying to
four jets is only possible viaWW=ZZ. Out of the four jets
only one pair comes from an on-shell particle. However, in
an extended scenario such as the one described above
we can have a process like h→ aa → 4j, where we can
reconstruct both pairs of jets. For ma ≲ 5 GeV one can
constrain Brðh → aa → 4jÞ ¼ 10% at 300 fb−1. One
can study di-Higgs channels similar to the ones mentioned
above for the exotic decay h → 4b. Here we will not have to
pay the price of b tagging. However, we will need to
reconstruct both the a pseudoscalar resonances. The other
Higgs can decay to a pair of bottoms quarks, 2lþ ET , or
perhaps even two photons, and still give a sizable event
yield depending on the di-Higgs production mechanisms. A
similar exotic channel can be h→ 2γ þ 2j. The current
upper limit on Brðh → aa→ 2γ þ 2jÞ ¼ 0.04, suggesting
the potential for a few thousand events in the di-Higgs
channel 2b2j2γ at the high-luminosity LHC.
It has also been shown that in the Peccei-Quinn limit
of NMSSM one can expect exotic decays like h → χ1χ2 →
2bþ ET , where the bb may or may not be resonant. The
limit obtained in this analysis is Brðh → χ1χ2 → 2bþ ETÞ
¼ 0.2 at 300 fb−1. Assuming the other decay mode is
2lþ 2ν, one can expect on the order of a few hundred
events for a high-luminosity LHC. For this analysis, the
MT2 variable has the potential to be very useful. The other
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Higgs can also decay to a bb pair and provide an even
bigger rate. Along similar lines h → χ1χ2 → 2μþ ET can
prove very useful. The present bound on this branching
ratio from 8 TeV is 0.07. A final state like 2μþ ET þ 2b
can have a good potential. Last, we discuss another possible
final state where one of the Higgses decays to 2γ þ ET and
the diphoton pair can be either resonant or nonresonant.
From 8 TeV searches, the authors of Ref. [64] have placed a
limit on theBrðh → 2γ þ ETÞ at 4%. Assuming that the
14 TeV searches can constrain it to a percent level, one can
still expectOð1000Þ events prior to selection cuts at 3 ab−1
with the other Higgs decaying to bb.
In this section we have tried to motivate both theorists
and experimentalists to examine possible exotic modes in
the di-Higgs channel. We have surveyed only a handful of
channels, but there are other possibilities, including, for
example, the case of displaced exotic Higgs decays, or
events in which both of the Higgs particles decay through
an exotic mode. Our considerations here are only very
cursory, and indeed it remains to be seen whether any of the
particular channels can be observed after performing a
realistic collider simulation that accounts for backgrounds
and detector efficiencies. While it may prove to be
challenging, the physics case for exotic decays is well
motivated as is the search for Higgs pair production, and it
is thus important to understand the extent to which the LHC
can probe such exotic channels.
VI. CONCLUSION
The search for Higgs pair production will continue to be
an important enterprise for the LHC experiments moving
forward due to its connection to the structure of the scalar
potential. It is important to understand how BSM physics
can affect di-Higgs detection. In this paper we have
investigated the consequences of invisible Higgs decays
on the di-Higgs channel. Invisible Higgs decays are a
generic feature in many extensions of the Standard Model
and are now being actively searched for at the LHC in
processes involving a single Higgs particle. The current
constraints on the invisible branching ratio are still quite
weak, with Brinv ≲ 0.25 still allowed by the LHC combi-
nations depending on the assumptions regarding the mod-
ifications to the Higgs branching ratios. While it is clear
that invisible Higgs decays would most likely be first seen
in single Higgs production modes, it is nevertheless worth
asking if they can also eventually be observed in Higgs pair
production.
With this motivation, we have described a search for
Higgs pair production in the bbþ ET channel. In the case
of SM di-Higgs production, while our search potentially
has statistical sensitivity, we find that it will be challenging
to probe invisible decays in this channel for realistic
estimates of the background systematic uncertainties and
phenomenologically allowed invisible branching ratios. We
have also considered the interesting case of a di-Higgs
resonance. Such a resonance can significantly enhance the
production rate and lead to more distinctive signal kin-
ematics. Depending on the invisible branching ratio, as well
as the mass and the cross section of the new state, such a di-
Higgs resonance may be discoverable in LHC Run-II with
our proposed search.
This is a first investigation into the consequences of
exotic decays in Higgs pair production. While the invis-
ible channel is perhaps the simplest and certainly one of
the best motivated, there are clearly many other possibil-
ities worth considering. While it seems likely that such
exotic Higgs decays would first be observed in single
Higgs production channels, a basic question of interest is
whether such exotic decays could actually enable earlier
discovery of Higgs pair production than the standard
channels. We have given a brief survey of possibilities
here with the hope of encouraging both experimentalists
and phenomenologists to examine their physics potential
more carefully and to ultimately perform searches in
promising channels. We look forward to continued activ-
ity along this direction.
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